Banner 8 Project Meeting

Agenda (February 9, 2010 | 10:30 – 11:30 am)

1. Testing Status Updates
   a. Appworx/ODS/Banner – Olga/Linda
      i. Labels, ERB, Month-End Tests
   b. Workflow/Luminis/Accounts – Rich/Matyas
   c. PSLTIME/EHIRE/Workflow/E-Learning – Crystal
   d. SRTLOAD in UBN8 (GRE Tapeload Fix) – Jesus
   e. Student 8.2.1 UBN8/DBN8 Fix – Paul
   f. Student Fin Aid 8.5, 8.5.2, 8.5.3, Fin Aid SS 8.5, 8.5.1 Upgrades – Laura/Paul
   g. Xtender upgrade in DBN8 – Dudley

2. Removal of DBAN or UBAN – Mrinal

3. Clone of UBN8/DBN8 (Siiri/Pamela) - Mrinal

4. ZHIDIST/NHIDIST Issue – Alex

5. Issues/Concerns/Questions